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Vandalism common
in parts of library
By TOM CAUDILL
Book t heft and mutilation of
and
magazines
are
bcoks
problems of libraries everywhere.
but according to Dr. Earl
Wassom, director of university
lilrary services, the problems are
not so great here as elsewhere.
The extent of theft and
vandalism
at
H~lm-Craven8
library varies from floor to floor
and section to section, though.
and workers in some areas of the
lilrary
said
vandalism
is
extensive.
The periodicals area, on the
second floor of Helm. is one of the
most frequent targets of mutila·

"""'"Whole
.

volumes are stolen,
but mostly single articles are cut
out," Sftid Shannon Gaddie, a

clerical assistant in periodicals.
"We lost two entire volwnes of
Psychology Today ... assigned ar·
ticles really can cause trouble.
Students have no regard for other
students and they often rip out
theee assigned articles."
Gaddie, a recent Western
graduate from Bowling Green,
said she has worked at the library
for a year and a half and "the
proble?,l seems to be getting
worse.
She said students come to her
every day and complain that a
particular article has been tom
out. ,. I 'm not aware of anyone on
this floor ever being caught
(tEaring out magazine pages)
since I've been here, though, " she

-.

-Continued to Back Page -

Downing: Secrecy not
increasing at Western
By TOM CAUDIL L
T he administrative evaluation
ordered by the Board of Regents
apparently will not be made
public, but that is not · an
indication that the university is
becoming more secretive in its
affairs, according to President
Dero Downing.
"The university has no desire
to remain secretive about t he
affairs of the university because
in most instances the more
knowledgeable people are about
the
university,
the
better
understanding they will have
about the university's problems
and t he more appreciative they
will be on the accomplishments of
the university," Downing said in
an interview yesteTday.
Downing said no specific

University policy covers confiden·
tial memos. " I would only say
that good j udgment generally
should be exercised by the
individual. There are times when
internal administrative matters
may be covered in written form
and may not be marked
confidential, but are still not for
public consumption.

Dime time
Yogi Bear and Scooby·Doo (top)
amuse Martha Lee Kinsey. Kentucky
state March of Dimes poster child, at
last weekend's telerama. David Chest-nut (above), treasurer of the Barren
River Area March of Dimes, tries to
catch some sleep amidst the activity
of the telerama. Entertaining tele.vision viewers. Tom Netherton of the
Lawrence Welk Show (left) sings to
television cameras. The fund-raiser
netted more than $28,000 for the
March of Dimes.

"It's up to the individual
administrators and faculty memo
bers to m ake a determination of
t he type of information that's
being transmitted as to whether
it's of a nature that should be
treated in confidence ."
Last semester, the Herald
printed confidential memos con·
cerning the tenure .cases of

PhOtOI by Mark Fish

- Cont inued to page 3 -

Simulated-situation games offer insights into living
By R ICHARD RIBAR
Fantasies
always
have
occupied a big spot in the hearts
of most people. They chase
crooks wiLh "Baretta," fall in
love wi th "Chico" or journey to
Transylvania
with
"Young
Frankenstein. "
But rarely is a fantasy used to
teach a person more about
himself and his society.
Western's sociology depart·
ment utilizes a number of

"fantasies:' in the form of
simulated·situation games, to
make students more awa re of
their position in society and to
determine their true reactions to
'a diffi cul t problem.
The games were introduced at
Western four years ago by Dr.
associate
Paul
Wozniak,
professor of sociology, with the
cooperation of his department.
Said Wozniak, "These games
offer insight into conflict, control
and management of society. They

make the student more aware of
the relationship between power,
the police, the courts and society,
and more especially, himself. "
Perhaps the game that has
proved to be most popular is
SIMSOC (simulated society). In
this game, the participating
students are assigned to one of
four separate regions of the same
society. The regions are divided
according t.o economy ; one is
poor, one is wealthy and two are
intermediate.

Certain students are appointed
heads of businesses in the regions
by the General Overall Director
{G.O.D. l, that being Wozniak or
an associate. It is the responsi·
bility of a ll the regions to provide
for the welfare of the society,
although the game usually does
not work out like that.
SIMSOC takes about five
hours to play, and it has a
rulebook that looks like something out of Quantum Mechanics
475.

"It's really not that difficult,"
Wozniak said. "It's a little like
t he first time you played
'Monopoly' ...you didn't know
what to do with Park Place or the
hotels. You had to play the game,
and see the implications of
everything that you did. But
unlike Monopoly, the rules in
SIMSOC are flexible w provide
for many different situations.
-Continued to Page 3-
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For sale: GoalPost46-year WK U tradition
By TERRY CASH

" The Hub of the Hill," a
46-year-old Western tradition ,
may soon be sold , according to
Sam Rabold who, along with his
brother. Bob, owns the Goal Post
Restaurant.
Sam. 66. and Bob, 69, have
operated the restaurant across
from Cherry Hall since 1930.
According to Sam Rabold, the
Goal Post has been closed about
a year and a half because of his
brot her's illness.
"' I was going to open up in
January at the start of the
semester, but both of us were
sick ... My brother was in the
hospital the day we planned to
open," Sam Rabold said.
.. It was not dosed for business
reasons," he said, but because of
Bob's illness and because both
brothers felt they were too old to
operate the restaurant.

We were wrong
Because of a reporting error, a
story in Friday's Herald incor·
rectly said that President Dero
Downing was in Kansas City,
Mo., for five days, Downing
actually was in Kansas City for
only one day, last Sunday, and
returned to campus last Monda y.

"We would have to work 10 or
12 or maybe even 16 hours a
day," Rabold said. "'Neither of
us had anyone to take over for
us."
The Rabolds had planned to
sell the Goal Post when they
retired. When they were unable
to reopen at the start of the
semester. they decided to ret ire,
Rabold said.
A change in t he zoning of the
property last summer may have
made it easier to sell t he
restau rant, Sam Rabold said,
since businesses other than
restaurants can now operate at
the site.
According to Dr. Paul Cook ,
assistant to the president,
Western is not interested in
purchasing the property on 15th
S"""'.
H owever, Rabold said , a book
company and several food
franchises have shown interest in
buying the Goal Post. Rabold
woold not name the companies.
Rabold said if he and his
brother are unable to sell the
Goal Post, they may reopen. "1
go by and see it every week or so,
and I 've been tempted to reopen
ha1f of it by myself, " he said.
Ra bold said, " I can't imagine
anyone else running the place.
It's my life. I've been working
tha-e since I was 20."

OLD F ASHIONED

GRAN D OPENING
with
HOT AIR BALLOON
and

WBGN OJ
FREE CO KES w ith EACH PURCHASE
FREE BALLOONS

SATURDAY JAN 31
WENDY'S OF BOWUNG GREEN, INC.
1633 U.S. 31 BYPASS, BOWLING GREEN, KY . .(2101 - {S02)181-9700

How apout some fun?

This semester the Caribou will bring back your favorite
entertainment. This week at the Caribou you'll finll Slickrock
Wednesday through Satu rday playing their style of Kentucky
Fried Pickin '.
Next week, Big Daddy Bob·a·Lou 's Traveling Disco Show
will be pullin ' in on Wednesday night. Arnold Chinn Band will
be playing Thursday-Saturday night. Don't forget those beverage
specials every Wednesday and Thursday night .
The next time you want to have some fun , just remember
t he Caribou.

511 East 10th St.

Mellow Hours 3-7

Happy Hour9-10

-

r
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Discretion is urged in media treatment of memos
- Continued from Page 1-

faculty members Dr. Raul Padilla
and Dr. George Dillingham. The
memos were supplied, in the most
part, by a member of the Board of
Regents.
When asked if faculty and
administrators are more reluctant to send memos since the
article appeared, Downing said,
"I think that would be 8 valid
reaction for an individual to
have."
If
individuals
are
more
reluctant to send memos now.
Downing said, "There could well
be some beneficial results. Before
an individual puts in ' writing
those things which may at some
date be attributed to that person,
he may be more concerned with
the completeness and accuracy of
the writing and be less inclined to
leave anything to chance."
Downing said the news media
should be "more sensitive" to the
printing of confidential material.
"I think there have been

occasions where it may have
served the best interest of those
concerned if more discretion
could have been shown as to the
release of confidential material to
the public."
Some types of material simply
should not be released to the
public, DO'WIling said. "It's
imperative that matters relating
to personnel be treated confiden·
tially and professionally, for
instance. But if something may
not be made available for
publication, that does not
necessarily
mean
that it's
secretive. "
The Watergate scandal has
contributed to the media's and
the public's interest in confidential material, Downing said ..
"Many aspects of the trend to
make things public are commendable, but it has hEcen misunderstood by many people as to what
their expectations should be," he
said., _
Three college deans interviewed by telephone yesterday

said they have noticed no change
in the number of confidential
memos in recent months.
.. I
haven't
noticed
any
difference. I receive confidential
memos from time to time, but I
haven't received any lately," said
Dr. Elmer Gray, graduate college
dean.
"No one has told to me reduce
the number of memos I send, "
Gray said.
Dr. Robert Mounce, dean of
Potter College of Arts and
Humanities, snd Dr. J.T.
Sandefur, dean of the College of
Education, also said that no one
in the administration has told
them to change their methods of
communicating with other facul·
ty and administrators.
Mounce said that "recent
events connected with the Board
of Regents have increased
confidentiality in that area, but
as far as the material I receive, I
can detect no change.
"Quite a bit of material is
normally transmitted confiden-

Games offer educational experience
-Cont inued from Page 1"It happened in the gllll}.e one
time that one guy took over the
entire society.
He started
arresting everybody and turned
into a dictator. He saw that the
society
would
eventually
collapse, thougb, and he voluntarily relinquished some of his
power. Some people didn't like
him after that."
SIMSOC is not the only game
used in the department to make
students aware of potential

situations.
Another
game
Wozniak uses in some upper-level
courses is titled, "They Shoot
Marbles, Don't They?"
In "Marbles," the purpose is to
experiment with rules and power
to develop an urban community.
The marbles in the game
represent just about anything the
player wants them to be. They
are traded, knocked about on a
board and bargained for. As in
S IMSOC, the game has to be
played to be understood.
- ' Not- air oCThe games that

Wozniak haLIge..Hood ones, he
said. "Some of ilie games are
dangerou s. They can leave a
lasting psychological effect that
may not be beneficial." Wozniak
does not use these games in class.
For the most part, though, -the
games are scientifically designed
to provide the student with
workable educational experiences. "It's an effective way to
learn," Wozniak said. "It lets the
students make decisions and see
the
consequences of their
actions."

personnel. As far as I know, it's
proved to be a problem only one
time here, and that was directly
related to me. (The Herald story
last fall quoted Sandefur memos
evaluating Dillingham.)
Sandefur said he has not
stopped putting things down on
paper in order to
avoid
publication of the material.
"As an administrator, I have to
put things down on paper. I
really don't sense a major
problem here."

tially. such as salaries and other
financial material ... I rarely send
anything confidential," Mounce
said.
Mounce said some persons
"may be getting more careful"
about what they write down,
because "anything you write
about anybody is liable to appear
in some sort of litigation."
Sandefur said, "The only ones
(confidential memos) I ever send
are those that deal with

Denim Jeans

Prewashed or Regular

Jackets - Shirts
Leisure Suits
Quality at Reasonable Prices

H &H Sales
Russellville Rd . at Emmett Dr.

Ofi((
What is it like being a
Greek; mor eover, what it's

like being a Sigma Chi. Sigma Chi does not exist just
to have social events o r just
to play intramurals, but to

teach one to work harmon iously with others,and most
o f all, to promote and develop high ideals.
The
choice is yours ...we believe ·
youl1 find it here.

~Offer:

GetForlO¢r~ral
.Now VOIf can get ~ Ct.I1?ofKrystal's .
extraordmary cofree for an ordinary dn'he. Drink up!

For Information Regarding Membership: 842-9062. 1215 College Street

1551 LB urel Avenue
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Opinion

ASG survey results are inconclusive
"Very complimentary" is the way
Steve Henry, Associated Student
Goverrunent president, described the
results of a survey conducted at
registration. We wonder, however,
how complimentary it really is.
Henry released the results of the
survey, which evaluated the effectiveness of ASG, last week. In voicing
s tudent opinion to the university, 20
per cent of the approximately 700
persons p olled said ASG is "very
effective" 28 pe r cent said "effective,"
30 per cent s aid "somewhat e ffec tive,"

and 22 per cent said " not effective."
Those surveyed
gave similar
responses to the effectiveness of ASG
in voicing student opinion to the
Board of Regents , enacting new
programs and providing services to
the student.
On first examination, the results do
not reflect that badly on ASO;
however, considering t he method in
which the survey was conducted, t he
results are either inconclusive or not
very complimentary.
ASG conducted t he survey at a

Special dorm floors can make

table on the exit ramp at registration.
The s urvey was completed only by
those willing to stop while leaving the
arena, many times only by friends of
the ASO members working at the
table.
H less than 6 per cent of the
s tudents are even willing to complete
a survey on ASG, and less than half
give ASG an effective or better r ating,
one wonder s where the compliment is
being paid. We prefer to believe that
the results of the, survey are
inconclusive.

•

Ombudsman
CB interference should be reported

campus housing more personal
~ are heartened by the recent
news that the housing office is
planning to expand special fl oors.
In addition to the quiet, or study
floors, which the housing office
started last year, nonsmoking fl oors
are planned for next year. A new
housing application also will allow
students to request a roommate who
does not smoke.
Last March, when plans were
announced for quiet floors, the Herald
commended
the
housing
office
because we believed this was a move
toward making campus housing more
personal.
I t also was recommended that the
housing office consider additions to

t he housing application that would
allow the s tudent to indicate a
preference in the selection of his
r oommate, including whether the
student would like a roommate who
did not smoke.
We hope that these changes in
dormitory room assignments signal a
more personal approach to the
selection of roommates. A plan more
considerate of the student surely will
function better than an assignment
plan without student input.
If the university continues to
require freshmen and sophomores to
live on campus, efforts to make
housing more personal should be
mandatory.
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CB radios broadcast at a frequency of
27 megahertz. As with other broadcast

signals, the CB signals also can be
received at twice that frequency jknown as
the second harmonic I, at three times the
frequency (the third harmonic), and so
forth.
The signals on these multiples of the
basic frequency usually are weak, meaning
that reception at the second and third
hannonics is negligible.
However, if the CB radio jor other radio
signal) is faulty, the harmonic signal may
interfere with other signals broadcasting
on the same frequency .
In the case of CB signals, the third
hannonic is channel 5. Therefore, if the
hannonic signals aren't controlled
properly, the malfunctioning CB will
interfere with television reception on
channel 5, the frequency on which WTVF
in N ashville broadcasts.
This type of CB interference will not
disturb reception on other channels,
accord ing to a Federal Communications
Commission spokesman in Washington,
D.C. The spokesman said that anyone
getting interference on channel 5 s hould
write or phone a regional FCC office and
teU officials that a nearby CB radio is
malfunctioning.
The nearest FCC offices are in Chicago
312-353-5386)
and
Atlanta
(404·526·6381).

(phone
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atizens' Band radi06 are continually
interfering with my television reception.
The interference seems to be particularly
bad on channel 5. Sometimes the CB
chatter totally drowns out the sound on
that station. What causes the CB radios to
interfere with my reception and what can I
do to correct the sit ualion?
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If you are receiving interference from
CB radios on channels other than channel
5. yOu probably are located very close to a
CB transmitter .

I received a grade that I feel I didn't
deserve. However, I don't feel I can
accomplish anything by appealing it on
the departmental level because the
department tends to be clannish and I
don't think I can get a fa ir shake. Also, I
can't afford to make enemies in this
department.
What can I do to get the grade changed
without making everyone in the
department mad at me?

The university has a procedure
established for resolving a complaint
concerning a faculty
member or
department, involving an appeal at four
levels. according to Dr. Ronnie N. Sutton,
dean of scholastic development.
Levels one and two involve discussing
the complaint with the faculty member
concerned and the department head,
Sutton said. The student has an option to
appeal the complaint to the next level, he
expla ined.
The steps of the complaint system are
outlined on pages 50 and 51 of the catalog.
I spent a lot of time working on a
project for my photography class last
semester. After the semester was over, I
asked tbe instructor to return my project,
but he said he was not obligated to do so .
Is this an official university policy, or is it
just the policy of the individual
instructor?

Dr. Paul Corts, assistant dean for
instruction, told the Ombudsman t hat he
has never heard of an official university
policy on the return of class projects a nd
term papers.
Corts said he checked with others in the
academic office, and no one there has
heard of such a policy.
Therefore, Corts concluded that each
facu lty member has the right to set his
own policy on t he return of projects and
papers.

Even a properly fun ctioning CB will
interfere with TV reception if the TV is
very close to the CB transmitter,
acoording to the FCC spokesman.
In these cases, the spokesman suggests
that the TV owner contact the
manufacturer of the TV set and request a
high-pass filter. He said most manufacturers supply the devices free.
The devices are designed to "filter out"
the CB signals, thus giving the TV viewer
clear reception .
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Graduate assistantship stipends may rise
By CINDY LYONS
Financial aid for the graduate
college assistantship- program
may be increased in the next
budget, according to Dr. Elmer
Gray, dean of the graduate
college.
Gray's office is making plans
for its budget and is planning to
request increased stipends for

graduate assistants.

arr.;:mg the colleges based upon
their need for assistants.
The Murray State News
recently reported that an increase
in stipends for Murray graduate
students is being studied by a
university committee. Speculating on what effect this increase
might
have on
Western's
program, Gray said, "We are
v~ interested in what Murray is
doing and in how we compare
with others in the area.

"To an extent, we are
competitive for good graduate
students. However, many go to
the institution that is nearby.
Location is one factor in
deciding where to go. Students
tend to look at convenience and
the quality of the program.
Commenting on the quality of
the graduate program here, Gray
said, "The quality of the program
is related to the quality of the
students. Within limits, we can

get better quality students if we
get better assistantships."

Enrollment in the graduate
college is app roximately 2,700
students. All but about 450 of
thtfll are part-time students,
primarily teachers or businessmoo who take courses, Gray said.

ACCESSORIES!
,oci.

lli: geor shift ~nob" ko9oosro
<ril '
dri.ing light .....w. hov. them f", neorfy
all
f"";'" con;. Whot kinds?
Volkswaven, Ficrt. M.G.. T~. Audi,
a.M.W.. Javuar, Mot>*le-s. VolYO,
R•
Simca, P~I. "".~n Healey,
PO<Xt., Spiffir •• S9rill, Capri, OaISun,
JO,olo, O~I, SAAB. AI'Id if Y"" don'l_
yOlH' tal' IIOITIOd here, C4~ lIS 1III'fWaJ'.

.....,It.

open ,"""days. a • .m.-S,l:) p.m.
Sotunloys. 8 0.1Il_ 2 p ,1I\.

332 Laurel Ave .• 31W ByPass

Of the 450 full-time graduate

843-1168.

students, ' about
250
have
graduate assistantships, according to Gray.

"Graduate assistantship stipends or scholarships vary with
the level at which the student is
and from program to program,"
Gray said.

"The most common stipend is
$2,000. They vary with the
amount of work
expected,
wtt,ther or not the student is
beginning or continuing and if he
is working on his masters or is at
the specialist level," Gray said.
"Stipend distribution is based
somewhat on financial need, but
mostly on academic qualifications," Gray said . " The university needs are "also taken into
acrount. The funds are divided

Study in
Guadalajara, Mexico
The GUADALAJARA SUMMER
SCHOOL, a lully accredited UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA program, will
oller July 5-August 13, anthropology , ar t, education, folklore, history, political science. lan\luage and
literature. Tuition and fees, $195:
board and room with Mexican family
$280, Write to GUADALAJARA
SUMMER SCHOOL, Office of International Programs, University 01
Arizona. Tucson, Arizona 85721.

Another Great
Steak 'Sale.
SIX DAYS ONLY
WEDNESDAY(Jan. 28,thruMONDAY(Feb. 2,

$2.59
Reg. $3.09

T-Bone Steak. Baked
Potato, Tossed Salad,
Warm Roll and Butter.

WANT

$1.99

ADS

Reg. $2.49

Extra-Cut
Rib-Eye Steak.

FOA SALE : S-tihtl AKC AirdM,
puppies. Htd $hOU lind wormed,
$125. Inquire .t 22 Am Apu. or

call 781-9029.

Baked Potato, Tossed Salad,
Warm Roll and Butter,

Juu .rrived 8t PLANT PLACE
fresh Florida foli. end bloori'itng
cacti, plul an ~n wide!' Itlectio"
of supplies end aceflIOries. Cheek
our ",Ie prion on some hlfl90Vtrs
from the old veer. PLANT PLACE,
2108 AU1WIlvill. Rd.
FOR SA L.E : New Craig 4101 St",n·
dard CB Mobile Tr",ns<:elvet. Neve.
been used. Ow ner must se n. $130Ust $ISS. CiIOU 781-0571.
WANTED TO BUY: Old biII,,ball cuds. Ciln 781-4027.

89C

Reg. $1.19

Hamburger (% pound*),
French Fries,
Free Beverage
-Pre-cooked we lgM

PONDER
SQUARE MEAL-SQUARE DEAL
31-W By-Pass
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275 women register for sorority informal rush
By ALFINA MAMI
Open or informal rush for
sororities on campus is in
fun swing this semester, according to Patt.y Creznic, open rush
chairman for the Panhellenic
Grunci!.
A tea held Jan. 15 in Garrett
Conference Center Ballroom
began open rush for girls
interested in joining a sorority at
Western, Creznic said. One
hundred girls attended the tea;
however, 275 names are recorded
on the open rush list, said
Creznic. Creznic gives the names
to the rush chairmen of the
sororities.
"The purpose of open rush is to
help
smaller
sororities
in
membership number," Creznic

skits as part of rushee initiation,
Creznic said.
In formal rush, the girls cannot
receive bids, "written invitatims ... voted on by the individual
sorority to invite the rushee to
pledge their sorority," until
formal rush is over, Creznic said.
T~ bids are computerized in
formal rush, so that neither the
girls nor the sorority know who
the pledge class will be.

Creznic said she keeps a
calendar that lists the dates of
the parties to be given by the
individual sororities so that
t.he-e will be no overlapping.
Open rush continues until the
end of the semester, and
interested girls still may contact
the Panhellenic Office in Potter
Hall for information, Creznic

""".

A meeting will be held Feb. 1

at 5 :30 in Garrett Conference
Center for girls interested in
joining a black sorority, accord·
ingto Francine Gilmer, president
of Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority.
"We're not having formal
parties ... just get-togethers," Gilmer said. "After that (Feb. 1)
meeting, invitations will be sent
out by the sororities, and then an·
other date will be set for personal
interviews. "

Gilmer speculated that this
year there will "probably be more
rushees than last year because
tt.:!re is more going on." The
black sororities will be sponsoring several activities, including
fund-raising events and pageant.s
Gilmer said.
Open rush will end Feb. 1 for
black sororities, Gilmer said, and
pledge classes will begin sometime afterwards.

""".

In formal
rush,
Creznic
explained, the interested girls or
rushees attend seven parties, one
sponsored by each sorority .
.. From then on, the sororities
invite them (the girls) back on
their own," Creznic said. "The
sorority can only take so many
girls.
"Those girls not chosen, or
those who decided to drop during
form al rush are automatically put
on an open rush list, including
the girls who signed up late for
formal rush," said Crcznic.
Open rush does not involve
attending parties or performing

•

The Spinners
to headline
free concert
Seasoned soul vocal artists the
Srinners will headline the first
'A.!I8OCiat.ed Student Governmentsponsored free concert of the
semester Friday at 9 p.m. in
Didd le Arena.
The Spinners, a group of five
vocalists. command an eJltensive repertory that. ranges from
sensitive soul ballads to humorous impressions of movie stars
and political figures.
Four of the members went to
high school together and decided
to form t he group in 1955 .
Wet Willie, a southern rock
band that has gained substantially in public appeal since the
release of a hit commercial single
last year, is slated to warm up the
,how.
Once described by critics as an
Allman Brothers Jr . Wet Willie
has proved its depth and
uniqueness among the morass of
rock groups with the recent
release of the
Keep on Smilin '

• French Fries
Sm~1

Drink

BAR-B-QSANDWICH
FrenchFries
Sm~1

French Fries
Small Drink

Drink

Slaw or
Polatoes
Small Drink

$1

$

LP.

With t he smash .. Keep on
Smilin·." Wet Willie thundered
from almost. an underground
obscurity into commercial music
popularity overnight.
All full-t.ime Western students
with 10 cards will be admitted to
the concert free of charge. Tickets
for others to the concert will be $4
in advance and 35 the day of the
show. 'rickets can be purchased
at the Western ticket office in
Diddle Arena lobby and various
places around Bowling Green.

'I//n'va
~~
THE OTHER
FRIED CHICKEN

flDDU

"'''t". .

•
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Students earn credit by working with government
By ANNE ADAMS

Six Western students are
earning credit this semester by
working with the 1976 Kentucky
General Assemb ly in Frankfort.
according to Dr. Joseph Uveges,
professor of public affairs and
campus coordinator of Kentucky
Intern Programs.
Two of the students, Lisa
Cornwell, a senior from Bowling
Green, and Suzanne Held, a
senior from
Louisville. Brc
working as legislative interns
assigned to the Legislative
Research Commission .
They work · under 8 s taff
member of the commission,
Uveges said, and are assigned to

Administrative interns are
assigned to administrative departments and work directly for a
supervisor , Uveges said.
Western students participa·
ting in the program are: Debbie
Martin, Clarksville, Tenn., for
the Bureau of Social Insurance ;
Debbie McGuffey, a junior from
Stanford, for the Department of
Human Resources: LeGail Poole,
a senior from Slaughters, for the

Division of Personnel and
Training: and Bobby Whittaker,
a senior from Owensboro, for the
Office of Local Governm ent .
"It's a great experience for
stude nts who get in," Uveges
said. "It provides practical
of
what state
application
government is all about, and
gives the st.udents a basis for
comparing classroom teachings
with what really exists."

The legislative interns will be
werking through May and can
~ upto 15 hours for their work,
which includes a written paper
and two academic courses,
Uveges said.
The administrative interns
may earn up to 18 hours for their
work, which will continue unt il
August. Uveges said grades are
assigned by t he supervisors
" with my he.lp.
But the

supervisor has the major input in
that."
Cornwell and Held were two of
20 students selected statewide to
participate in the program,
.uveges said.
Each student receives $435 per
month under the program, and is
responsible for his own housing
while living in Frankfort, Uveges
said.

certain committees as research
assistants.
Cornwell is worki ng wit h
House and Senate committees on
transportation and highways.
and H eld is wo rking with
committees on state governmen t.

ur

House passes
rape shield bill

;>

A rape shield bill, which will
limit the amount of evidence of a
victim's previous sexual relations
that can be introduced in court,
was passed last Friday by t he
House of the Kentucky General
Assembly.
The bill, which has been
supported by several women on
Western's campus, was passed
71·18 and will now go to the state
Senate.
Anne Murray. assistant. dean
of student affairs ; Sgt. Jane
King, staff assistant in the public
safety department; Christy Vogt,
vice-president of Associated
Student Government; and Martha Williams, women's vice-pres,
ident of the Interhall Council,are
among those who have been
enlisting support for the bill.

Nominations taken

for faculty hon ors
Nominations are being

~
~in

ac·

cepted for faculty and teaching

research awards.
The university·wide awards are
conferred annually in
two
categories:
Excellence
in
Productive Teaching and Signifi·
cant Research" Creativity or
Investigation.
Faculty and staff members,
aiwnni, juniors, seniors and
graduate students may nominate
any full-time raculty member by
obtaining a fonn from the
academic affairs office or by
preparing a letter containing t he
essential facts.
The University Selection Com·
mittee, made up of an equal
number of representatives from
tOO student body. the faculty and
the Alumni Association, will
make the final selection.
The deadlines for nominations,
which should be mailed to
Daothy Spear in the academic
affairs office, is March 8.

Scrimp, save, do without, whatever
. .. there's one little !tbug" that will
mess up the best-intentioned family
budget. And, that's a "slipshod" ree·
ord of expenses. There's no substitute
for a checking account to keep track
of who you paid, when and how much.

Member FDIC

~
•

A checking account record comes
handy at tax time, too, And, your
money is protected from loss or theft.
Drop in today and ask about a per·
sonal checking account . There's .no
better way to "exterminate" your
budget miseries.

ClJowling
Green
CJJank ~TIfJSt Company

Main Office-903 CoUege
Br anches-Gateway Shopping Center and 1135 Lau rel Ave.
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Sketchbook. • •
By JUDY WILDMAN
and TERESA MEARS
A musical ensemble supported
by the National Museum of
Prague will perform music of t.he
Renaissance and Pre· Renaissance
periods, as well as contemporary
works, Thursday night. as part of
the Fine Arts Festival.
The Prague Madrigal Antigua
uses replicas of early instru·
ments, such as cymbals, a struck
dulcimer,
recorders and
a
krummhom (obsolete reed instru·
ment),
obtained
from
the
museum, to present the music in
the manner in which it was
performed in the 16th, 17th and
18th centuries.
The group of 18 musicians and
singers is conducted by Miroslav
Venhoda.
Reserved tickets for the 8: 15
p.m. concert may be obtained for
$5, $4 and 13 by calling the
Potter College office. General
admission is 12.
Joint recital
The music department will

sponsor a joint recital Friday
night at 8 in the Recital Hall of
the fine arts center.
The program will feature
Kathleen Abbott, a junior flutist
from LexingtOn, and LatTY Long,
a
junior
bassoonist
from
Hopkinsville.

making.
The Gallery is open on
weekdays from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Enterprise in the Marketplace"
from Larry Caillouet, debate and
forensics director, in room 113 of
the fine arts center.

Debate contest

They will he joined in
Beethoven's "Quintet in E flat"
by Dr. Benjamin Woodruff, oboe;
Deborah Pritchard, clarinet; and
Frank Jarboe, French horn.
Kimberly Rutledge will assist in
the recital with piano accompani-

Any full-time Western student
is eligible to compete in the
Hilltopper Bicentennial Youth
Debates next Tuesday.

Contestants will meet in room
113 of the fine arts center at 4
p.m. Tuesday for instructions.
Participants
should
contact
Caillouet for further infonnation
and sources for their presen·
tstions.

Art exhibit

The national public speaking
contest is divided into three
events under the general theme of
"The Business of America."
The subject for persuasive
speakers
is
"Selling
the
Consumer:
Advertising-the
Vernacular of America?"

The "Selected Art Students"
exhibit of works by 41 students
from fall semester studio art
classes will continue through
Thursday in the Gallery of the
fine arts center_
The display features drawing,
painting,
'SCUlpture,
design,
ceramics, weaving and print-

The topic for Lincoln-Douglas
type debate (one affinnative
debater and
one
negative
debater) is "Resolved: that
government policy towards the
American economy has benefited
consumers at the expense of
producers. "
Extemporaneous speakers may
obtain their topics under the
general heading of "Private

~,.

Admission to the recital, which
is open to the public, is free_

Coin Op Laundry and Dry Cleaners
Siive over ~ on dry eluning
-4S GE W~ers with filter now
S Mighty Boy Wnhers for big
loads and throw rugs. AUtndent always on duty. Oper·
ilIlng until 10:30 p.m.

Reeve·s Super Wash
12th &: CI"y Street

Opposite Mlnit Mart

Explore Christy's
Ideas of Fashion
Garrett Conference Center, Room 104
January 28 at 7:30 p.m.
Admission $1.00
A FASHION SHOW FOR YOU

EED GLASSES-.-....Visit Scutt.m Optitol fof tht Iotest
stylft, w. ~. contact lenses
and solutions, ~ and IIf'HUiption
gIosws , SI.II'I(IIoue$. "....,.t frGII'II and
IM;~, and Zenittl Moring oKh.
Strvint K.ntucky sinc. 1897, we ... obo
~s

loco,. in lwisvi8t. Ow.nsboro

oncI in

"'A""'r, 1M.

SocdIuM
()ptit4t
Ea.,
524

Ensemble will recreate Renaissance music

Main 843-6556

Foreign film

"Aparajito, " the second in the
"Apu Trilogy" of films about
Bengali life, will be shown
Monday
as
part of
the
International
Film
Series
sponsored
by
the
foreign
languages department.
Translated as "The Unvan·
quished," "Aparajito" is a sequel
to "Pather Panchali," the Indian
film that was shown in last year's
series.
The
plot
involves . the
hardships of a Brahman family in
the 19205 and the maturation of
the son, Apu. In opposition to his
widowed mother, Apu leaves
home
and
abandons
the

traditional family vocation of the
priesthood in order to pursue his
studies at the University of
Calcutta.
The 1957 filin, presented in
Bengali dialogue wit.h English
subtitles, will be shown at 7:30
p.m. in the Recital Hall of the fme
arts center. Admission is $1.
Theater tryouts
Tryouts for "Paradise Lost"
will continue today and tomorrow
from 5 to 6:30 p.m. in Russell
Miller Theatre of the the fine arts
center.
Production dates for the
Clifford Odet play are April 8-13.
Childreo', tryouts
Children, ages six through 14.
interested in singing, acting and
dancing roles in a major theater
production, "Finian's Rainbow,"
may audition from'5 ' to '1 p.m.
today in Van Meter Auditorium.
Production' dates for "Finian's
Rainbow" are Feb. 24, 26, 27 and
28.
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Dirt Band's 'Dream' saved by style
By TIP SHANKLIN
Spontaneity. one of the Nitty
Gritty Dirt Band 's finer traits as
a musical group, seems to be
lacking on its latest LP, Dream..
However, there are saving graces
on this album that take one back
to the old days of the Dirt Band.
"Raleigh-Durham Reel ;: ' reminiscent of the fine bluegrass
music of the Uncle Charlie and
Will The Circle Be Unbroken
albums, flows with the kind of
brilliant playing expected of the
NGDB.
Also, "Ripplin' Waters," II new
tune written by Jim Ibbotson
lbassist and vocalist) produces
images of mellow mountain
living, sunny days and solitude.
"Waters" is II lively, folk-rock
tune guaranteed to bring you out
of those "Sunday-moming-can'tget·it-together" blues.
A pleasant surprise on Dream
is the foot-stompin' rendi.tion of
the classic Hank Williams's tune,
"Hey Good Lookin'," with vocals
by Linda Ronstadt and Ibbotson.
"Hey Good Lookin'" is one of
those songs that seems to stay
inside your head no matter how
hard you try to get it out.

Album reviews
Out of the 15 cuts on Dream,
most are disappointing, but the
banjo segments by John McEuen
are about as satisfying as anyone
could hope for. The medley
begins with "Classical Banjo I,"
and slips into a kind of
finger·picking on "Malaguena"
that would put Carlos Montoya's
flamenco guitar to shame. The
medley ends with "Classical
Banjo II" and leaves you with
the feeling that you wish he had
played more, but what you heard
couldn't have been better.
Overall, Dream could have
turned out to be a nightmare,
save for the fact that the
NGDB's fundamental and con·
servative style can't get lost in
the saturated world of rock and
roll where everything sounds
more the same now, even more
than when my folks told me it did.
NATIVE SONS
Loggins and Messina
Loggins and Messina finally
have matured as songwriter·

"Mr. Music" chosen tonight
The second annual Mr. Music
Pageant will be sponsored
tonight by Delta Omicron,
professional music fra ternity.
- The purpose_of the competition
is the selection of a male music
student as "Mr. Music," on the
basis of poise and a humorous
talent segment in which the
contestants display skill at
something other than their usual
type of musical perfonnance.
Candidates for the title are
GErald Baker, Carl Goad, Bob
Hare, Bruce Maples, Eddie
Russell, David Slinker, David
Small, Mike Thwman and Pat
Williams.

Five finalists will answer
questions to detannine their
poise and personality. The judges
will be Mrs. Margaret Eversole
and Mrs. Brenda Thomas,
part·time music instructors, and
Julia Upton, senior music major.
Recognition will be given to
"Mr. Congeniality" and the
"Most Talented Contestant," in
addition to "Mr. Music."
Jim Jones, assistant professor
of music, who is the 1975 "Mr.
Music," will crown his successor.
- Admission is $1. The pageant
begins at 7:30 p.m. in the Recital
Hall of the fine arts center.

mUSICians The majority of their
latest release, · Native Sons, is
composed of beautiful ballads
with excellent orchestration and
prodUction unsurpassed by any
contemporary group.
The title song is Ken Loggins
at his best. His sensitive vocals
and superb guitar work even
surpass one of his finest ballads,
"Danny's Song." Vince Dinham 's sax solo on "Native Son"
takes Loggins' talent for song·
writing i~to a new dimension
and flows easily back into the
folksy style to which Loggins is
so well suited .
But perhaps the most outstanding cut. on the album is the
song "Pretty Princess," co-written by Jim Messina and Murray
MacLeod.
Messina
possibly
could have had his voice trained
or undergone throat surgery,
because he has, until now, only
sufficed as a backup and
harmony singer.
His range has improved
greatly and is displayed beauti·
fully on this ballad. The intensity
and passion with which "Pretty
Princess" was written further
exemplifies the " matured and
confident ability of Messina as a
writer as well as storyteller in
song.
Two of the other more
memorable songs of Native Sons
are "My Lady, My Love"
(Loggins), and "When I Was A
Child ." " My Lady" is a liveJy
song, possibly written exclusively for radio broadcast.
"Child" is a much more mellow
ballad, written by Messina with a
flair for remembering childhood
details.
To appreciate fully the talents
of Loggins and Messina as
writers, singers and musicians,
listen to Native Sons. It's the
best of Loggins and Messina.
Records reviewed in the Herald
are s1!Pplied by Tapes 'N Tops
in the Fairview P laut.

What's happening---SCECmeeting
Student Council b

&neptional
Children will meet tonight at. 7;15 in

the College of Educatim &ilding,
room 106.

KCL Um«ting
The Kentucky Civil Liberties Union
will meet today at 4 p.rn. in Gise Hall,
room 839, to discu9s tle state
leplative session.

Alpha Phi Ome.9lmeeting
Alpha Phi Omega. 0II.t.imal service
fraternity,
will hold an open
informational meeting tonigtt at 8 in
Downing University CentEr, room 22A

Lacrosse C'lIWmeeting

The Lacr"06Se aub ....,;:u hold an
organizational meeting Wedre9day in
Diddle Arena, room 144, at 4 p.m.
PiKappaAlpha7U8hpa1y
Pi Kappa Alpha frala'nity will have
a rush pA!1.y Thursday at 8p.m. at 1366
College Street.

.PI X
Phi nWI party
Pi Kappa ~ fraternity v.ilI hold a

rush party at 8 p.rn.. ThUl"!dly in the
Newman Center, 1400 CoDege Street.
Prelaw Clubmeeting
The PrelawClubwill!Met Thursday
at 4 p.m. in Grise Hall, rocm 335. to
hear top LSAT SI:a"8"S discuss
preparation and administratim of the

"".

VOCmeeting
The Veterans on Ca.:rpus y,ijJ meet
Wednesday at 7;00 p.rn. in the
basement of the VFW Pall:. 1298 on
Richardsville Road.

Premed, predentalmeeting
Premedical and predental students
intending to apply in ~r for
adrrUsion in 1m to mOOicaI or dental
school are invited to an aientation
meeting Thursday at 8:15 pm in the
north wing of ~ llinplex,
~003.

Gamma·Sigma&gmameeting,
y
A meeting of the active ~ of
Gamma Sigma Sigma service sorority
will be held Wednesday at Garrett.
Confenm~e Center, a18 p.rn A Coke .
party will be held nunday in

Downing University Cellta',room 226,
at 8 p.m. for girls int6"ested in joining
the sorority.

Indu.strial Ed.1tCtJ.tiqn Oub"I7Utmg
The Industrial Educati:Il and
Technology Club will !Met Thrsday at
7:00 p.m. in the Industrial El:lucation
BuDding, room 001.
Gun Club meeting
The WKU Gun (lub w1I meet
Wednesday night a1 7:00 in Downing
University Center. Raffl for the
upcoming semester arxf palpectlve
competition will be discussed. Further
information may be dJtained at ~~(!
information desk in the university

Bamboo laundry baskets,
curtains, place mats

....
........•......
·
~

.:~~
: ~~
r~~.~
:
...•

·

5 1'/tiJ4tbf
•

4 pm. till dosing ewry TuMday

•

:
:
•
•

e-t.

PONDEROU"
SQUARE MEAL
SQUARE DEAL
On 31-W By-pass

•
:
•

:
•
•

••••••••••••••••••••••
Dot Howard Insurance
826 Lehman Ave.
842-5136

MEMO: To Western faculty and students

Good insurance service is determined by the
agent, Qot what company you're with! Exper.
ience is the most important point to look forhow long has your agent been writing policies?
Also ask what ·is the rating of the company you
are insured by,
Our agency is 18 years old, .. Representing
top rated companies off~ring : Auto, Homeowners, Renters Package, Motorcycle, Mobile
Home, Life. Hospital Sickness & Accident,
No Limit '::ancer,

Ski Club meeting

Thompson Jr., as guest. speaker.

~5

Rib4y. Of CIlopped St.. k Din",r for only 51.39 (A'll. $1.79)

The Ski Club will rmet Thursday
night at 8:30 in Dawring thiversity
Cente", room 005.

Y"""" """""""

'.

.

re""".

The Young Dem:xrats w1I meet
Thursday at 6 p.m. in the Downing
University Cen~ with KeUey

.:

~.

"Your Care is our Policy"
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More interest shown
evidence

in area carpool project
By ANNE ADAMS
An area carpooling project
begun here last spring has
received "a litlle higher response"
to questionnaires distributed at
this semester's registration t han
was received last fall. according
to Dr. Wayne Hoffman, associate
professor of geography.
Hoffman said that out of 1,502
"usable" responses gathered at
registration, 639 persons indica·
t¢ they want a list of students in
their vicinity who a lso are
interested in carpooling (A
computer is u,sed to match
students who answer affinnative·
Iy with other students in the
area,) The task of acwally
forming the carpool rests with
the individual.
Although 2.023 persons answered the questionnaire, 521 of

that demands a

Verdict

the responses were not usable,
Hoffman said , either because
they were incomplete or because
they were not properly filled out.
There were 863 negative responses to the survey.
Hoffman. along with Dr.
James Davis, associate dean of
the faculties, is in charge of the
project. which is under contract
with the Barren River Area
Development District (BRADD).
T he project began under a
528,000 grant that was channeled
through the state transportation
department from the Emergency
Highway Energy Conservation
Act of 1974.
An 518,000 extension of the
grant recently was received from
state government. The extension
will carry the project through
June. Hoffman said.

By Josh McDowelt

* Is Christianity Credible?

* Is there an Intellectual basis for Faith in
Jesus Christ as the Son of God ?
Here's a movie th at is appuring on campuses nation wide that
can effectively answer th ese questions.

Thur. Jan, 29th

7:00 p.m.

MARANATHA CHRISTIAN CENTER
1434 ChllStnut

Thompson Complex

~hind

a

BW'O

O UR S PECIALTY - FISH N ' CHI PS

THREe GOLDEN BROWN PQRHQNS OF BONELE SS FISH FILLET
SERVED WitH CRISP FREN CH FRIES H OME MADE HUSH PUPPI!:.S. , .

1.39

WHITE FIS H SANDWI CH
NORTH ATLANTIC BONELESS FISH FILLE T WlrH OUR OWN TARTAR
SAUCE ON A TOASTED SESAME seeo BUN . .

.95

HAMBURGER S

.89

1/ 3.POUNDER ... ............................. .

TWO 100,," All BEEF PATTIES WITH MELLOW AMERICAN CHEESE.
MUSTARD. CATSUP PICKLE AND ONIONS

1/3 POUNDER DINNER ..

1.49

. ...................... .

1/3 POUNDER SERVED WITH GOLDEN FRENCH FAlES
AND TANGY COLE SLAW

Captain D's
seafoodS ..........
1626 31W

By~

.39
.49

REGULAR HAMBURGER .............. ..... ... . .
. ............. .
REGULAR CHEESEBURGER ..

COMPLETE DINNERS
All DINNERS SERVED WITH FHENCH FRIES . COLE SLAW. HOMEMADE
HUSH PUPPIES AND OUR OW N SEAFOOD SAUCES

1.99
SHRIMP DINNER .... . .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .
. ... . . 2.29
6 GOLDE N SROWN SI-1RI M P
OYSTER DINNER .................................... 2.19
6 DeEP FRIED OYSTERS
SEAFOOD DINNER ........ ..... ..................... 2.49
A FISHERMA N 'S TREAT OF SHRIMP. OYSTERS
FISH
CLAM DINNER ..... ................ : ................ 1.79
DEEP FRJED CLAMS
FISH OINNER ........ .. ........... ......... ........ .
A DELICIOUS CATCH OF OUR F"' !.IDUS BONELESS WHITE FILLET

Phone: 842-4808

&

P.!?E~fslESS CATFISH DINNER ..........

., ..

,., 2.19

FAMILY TAKE HOME PACKS

6.49

FAMILY PACK {Serv es 3-4) ..
• 8 pes FISh
• " Shflmp

OUR
SPECIALT Y
IS

FISB N' CHIPS

• 4 Oystef s
• Ffench FlOes

SEAFOOD FEAST (Serves 5-6)
• t2 pes Fish

• HUSh

""'DPles

PuPDles

CAPTAIN'S VALUE PACK {Senes 4 or More) ............... .... , .. " .
• t2 pes F"n

· 8 Hu s n Pupp'es

7.49

• COle Slaw

• COl" Slaw

• Hush

. 6 Oyste,s
• F'ench F"es

• 6 Shromp

• F'encn Fro...

5.49

• COle Stlw

DINNERS FOR THE KIDS

The Trawler
3 PtECES OF SHRt MP
FRENCH FRtES
HUSH puppy

9ge

The Schooner
2 PtECES OF FtSH
FRENCH FRtES
HUSH PUPPY

.. 9ge

The Rustler

OUR REGULAR HAM8URGER
FtXED ESPECtALLY FOR KIDS
SERI/E O WITH FRENCH FRtES

.. 6ge

DESSERTS
FRESH STRAWBERRY TART .
. . .49
BAKED APPLE PIE .
. ........ •39

-.
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ASSOCIATED STUDENT GOVERNMENT
and

WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
-Presents-

THE
SPINNERS
I

, 'lit)
II

Friday, January 30, 1976
9:00 p.m.
E. A. Diddle Arena
Free to Full-Time Students
(with 1.0.)

Plus

WET
WILLIE

TICKETS: $4.00 Advance
$5.00 Day of the Show

* Golden - Farley
* Western
Ticket Office
Lo hhy Diddle
,
* Taylor's
DruQs
* Tapes
N Tops
* Coachman
Ltd.
• lau Center ana
Fairview Plaza
ColJege Street
Af'.~ na

MalJ and Oo wntowl.1

Gateway

~.

.
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Moving? Check out
the REEF apartments.
Come chock 0<Jt the REEF _b'IOI,II, "111 onoJ 911_
sa., and the LODGE &parbillhtl8 TopmiUer pm.. OIl·Jet
one-bedroom apartrna'lts, we 'Offer new, modem fullyfurnished apartments. They are IOC818d clOll to CMIpUI and
many other conveniences. Call 842-3296 or 843-1088 for
more information, 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
8

3.95

The OEFENOER OF WOMEN i$ no bigger than a liPStick,
but renders assailant helpless in an in$tant. May be carried un·
not iced in the palm of the hand. Simply po int "Defender of
Women" a t your assailant - press top and he 'U run screaming.
Temporarily makes attacken helpless when sprayed in face.
Also leaves identifyi ng dye for po lice identification. Irr lUtes
EyB'J, Nose 8. Skin of culprit. NOT TEAR GAS. It il a
liquid aerosol spray that is perfect defense for ladi e!. No
woman should be without th is protection. Perfect defense
for night wo rken, men as well al women. May be used
many times. PaYI fOl'" itself in peiICCI of mind alone.

Stone-hinge
Daydreaming in front of the fin e arts center, Andre Farley passes the time until his
next class. Farley is a junior from Louisville majoring in commercial art.

Ogden to offer course in heating
A four-day course on the
installation of heating and
air·conditioning systems will be
offered in February by Ogden
College in cooperation with the
Kentucky Gas Association and

the National Environmental
Systems Contractors Association
(NESCA I.
Registration for the course will
be held at 8:30 a.m. Feb. 9 in
Downing University Center, and

Fire ruins sorority costumes
The Bowling
Green Fire
Department extinguished a fire
in the Alpha Xi Delta sorority
house, 1405 State St., about 10
a.m. yesterday.
According to Lt. Garnet
Cooksey, the fire started when a

rack of sorority costumes rolled
against a furnace in the basement
of the house and caught fire.
Except for the costumes that
burned, the fire caused no
damage.
WEn!
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a toboggan and scarf by

I

Wigwam from

~

:

D£;FENOEA OF WO MEN

:

NAME

@

$4.15 ea. 13.95 + 20c Taxi.
ADDRESS

•
:• .frY
•

STATE _ _ _ ZIP CODE

~

Sports Center also has the latest in
knit warm·up suits, sweat shirts
and pants, and head bands. We
also carry an assortment of sweat
bands, Converse shoes, and tube
socks in assorted colors and stripes.
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Free Parking

846 Broadway

WE MAKE IT LOOK ITS BEST.
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:•.....••.. SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED
:
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Progress Intamational
P.O. Box 984. Bowling Green. Ky., 42101
:
•: EnctOied il $
•
Please send
:

:•
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Keep your wig warm with

I

REQUIRED

Send $4.15, ($3.95 + 2Oc; ta KI in Cash,
Check or Money Order to: progreu Inter·
OIItional. P.O. 8(»K 984, Bowling Gre&n,
Ky. 42101

the final exam for the course will
be at 8:30 a.m. Feb. 12, according
to Lynn Greeley, assistant dean
nf Ogden College.
the
Everyone
completing
course will receive a diploma from
NESCA in recognition for
meeting industry educational
standards.
Greeley said students majoring
in
industrial education
or
engineering technology may
enroll in the course with the
permission of any instructor in
either department.
Students may take the course
free of charge, but others taking
the course will be charged $65 in
registration and other fees.

NO

843-8571
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off, style cuu with 1.0.

pepper lane
1224 31·W By·Pau

Phone 781.0560
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"Eagle y oungsters pin Tops withfirst OVC loss, 82-71
By CLYDE HUFFMAN
Western
apparently
can't
stand prosperity .
The scene was Weatherby
Gymnasium
last
night
in
Morehead. Western's opponent
was Morehead, a team laden with
youngsters and no seniors.
Against a Topper team which
starts four experienced seniors.
Coach J im Richards' crew was
leading the Ohio Valley Conference with an umblemished 4-0
mark after knocking off E astern
Saturday night in Ric!Jrnond.
That was before the Toppers met.
Jack Schalow's group of babes.
The
final
outcome
was
Morehead 82, Western 7l. The
babes matured. quite a bit.
The game made most veteran
observers eat their predictions.
Morehead's freshman guard
duo of Herbie Stamper and Brad
Lemaster were supposed to fold
under t he pressure of Western's
vets. They didn't fold. They
didn 't even develop a single
crease.
Stamper, who carried
a
21-point average into the league
game, stuffed in 24 points.
Lemaster, who was averaging
only five points per contest,
pumped in 16 points and hit a
phenomenal eight of nine shots
from the field.

for a brief moment, however, with
5:48 remaining in the game, when
Western tied the score at 62-all.
Reserve guard Steve Ashby hit
the bucket that tied the game,
but Stamper and Hundley. who
tallied 17 points and 15 rebounds,
scored the game's next eight
points to put Morehead ahead
70-62. Western never seriously
th rea tened the youngsters from
that point on.
Johnny Britt tied Stamper for
the game's scoring honors as the
senior _guard also struck for 24
points. An off night in t he

scoring department was regis'
tered by usually reliable Chuck
RaWlings and Wilson James.
Rawlings scored 14 points, but
only two in the first half. James
finished with 11 .
Morehead increased its ove
mark to 3-2, while Western
slipped to 4-1 and 10-5 overall.
With Austin Peay's 17-point
victory over East Tennessee last
night, Western and the Governors are once again tied for t he
-Continued to page 15 -

And Western, which wasn't
expected to even wrinkle with its
senior lineup , folded on numerous
occasions.
The error-prone Toppers committed 26 floor mistakes. 17 of
which were in the firs t half and
helped the Eagles build a 43-35
halftime advantage.
But the key to the battle rested
in the mouths of official s John
Brock and Kenny Sidwell.
Western was whistJed for 27 fouls
while the hometown team had
just 17.

Reserve Bill Scillian goes for two of his six points dur·
ing action Saturday night involving Western and host
Eastern. Attempting to guard Scillian are Bill Owane
(30) and Darryl Young (33).

Women trim Alabama
By ROGERSTINNEIT
Dr. Carol Hughes sat in her
office with forwa rd Brenda
Chapman, conjecturing about
what the women's basketball
coach called a "strange type of
game." The game in question was
last Friday's matchup with
Alabama, who became the
Topper's eighth victim of the
season. 58-55.
" They (Alabama) looked pret.ty good," Dr. Hughes said .
"They played a lot like us: in
spurts. We'd go five minutes and
play real well, then we'd go bad
and during the next five minutes,
they'd play well. It was an erratic
game.
"What we usually do is warm
up in the first half, then come out
and play good in the second
half," she continued, "but
against Alabama, we had a good.
fi rst half, but we playe::!. real

oddly in the second half. There
was no pattern to t he game at
all .. ,
She turned to Chapman and
asked why t hey played so
peculiarly. "I don't know,"
shrugged Chapman. "We just
weren't working it together."
The Toppers worked it well
enough, though, as they built up
a 14-point lead in the second half
and survived a rally that pulled
the Crimson Tide within three
points in the closing seconds.
"A t points we looked real
good," Dr. Hughes said. "Then
we'd make passes that wouldn't
even be near anybody."
Western managed to pick off a
few passes itself, though. which
helped keep the Toppers in the
baUgame. Chapman. who scored
11 points and grabbed 8
rebounds . tallied eight steals,
-Continued to page 14 -

The Eagles took full advantage
of Western 's fouling by connecting on 24 of 29 free throws.
Western shot 18 times from the
stripe and made 11. Richards '
squad outscored Morehead in
fi eld goals by one, 30-29.
From the opening stages of the
contest, things looked bad for
Western as Morehead commanded the momentum. A jump shot
by center Ted Hundley put the
Eagles on top 16-14 with barely
five minutes elapsed. Morehead
would relinquish that lead only

....

-
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James Johnson (55) grabs one of his 11 tllSt half
rebounds as Eastern's Howard Brown (35) tries in
vain to snatch the rebound . Western edged the Colonels in Richmond 78·74.

Huff'npuff
New edition of Wilson James is the best
By CLYDE HUFFMAN
There's a new edition of Wilson
J ames available for the public to
view every time Western steps
onto the basketball court this
season.
And the nwised version of
James has been especially
devastating during the Toppers'
first five Ohio Valley Conference
tussles, the first four of which
were wins.

The person who initiated the
statement " when the going gets
tough, the tough get going" must
have had Wilson.James in mind.
James stands 6-5, a relatively
small size as compared to fellow
league forwards . but sharp
reactions, quickness and muscle
makes him appear 6·9 on some
occasions and 6-2 on others. He
has all t he equipment and he can
do it all.
And James' complete play is

reflected in his stats.
He is the team's second leading
scorer, 17 per game; second in
rebounding, nine per game:
second in assists and is hitting
around 55 per cent of his field
goal tries.
But in OVC action, where all
the marbles lie, James' name is
ringing fear into opposing
coaches.
- Cont inued to page 15-

Powell happy

Tankers third in EKU meet
By JOHN TUELL

-Rlcky R.....-

Steve Merrill (above) was one of three Western swimmers to set a new team record this weekend in the
Eastern Kentucky Invitational. Western finished third
in the event.

When asked how his club did
this weekend at the Eastern
Kentucky I nvitational, Western's swimming coach Bill
Powell replied, "Great, we had a
fantastic weekend!"
Fantastic js right. Western's
tanker~ came home after the
three. day marathon with three
new school r~rds and a t hird
place finish in the four- team
event.
Georgia captured the EKU
Invitational, while Kentucky was
second and host Eastern was
fourth.
The 2OO'yard breaststroke
record fell again, this time to a
new record holder, sophomore
J im Massey. His time of 2:18.8
broke the record of 2:19.2 set by
Steve Hug hes last Saturday.
T hat marks the fourth time this
season that the record has fallen.
Steve Merrill
broke
his
own individual medley record he
set two years ago, covering the
distance in 2:03.9.
The BOO·yard freestyle record
also fell, in what Powell termed
as, .. annihilation of the old
record". Bill "Garb" Lowendick,
Tag Garrod, Mike Dressman, and
Jeff Wells swam the race in
7:12.5, clipping 5.3 seconds off

the old record.
Powell said the Toppers swam,
"tremendous, it was the best
swimming meet we've ever had
out of a Western team.
"Mark Owens had a great meet
as did Jeff Cavanna," Powell
said. Owens swam the 100'yard
freestyle under 50 seconds and
Cavanna had three personal bests
in three events.
"Everybody had a great meet.
Nobody swam a bad race,"
observed Powell. "Our depth did
it, that's what beat Eastern and
kept us close to UK."
What about Georgia, the other
team in the foursome that
journeyed to Richmond?

The
Bulldogs
completely
dominated the meet by winning
15 out of the 18 events swam. The
Georgia swimmers compiled 704
points, outdistancing Kentucky
by 256 points.
Western earned 381 points, as
Rick Kral won one of the three
events that Georgia didn't. Kral
placed first in the one meter
diving competition.
Eastern wound up with 347
points.
Western's next meet is this
Friday night when it travels to
Southeast Missouri. The Toppers
continue their trek through the
Midwest Saturday at Eastern
Illinois.

Kentucky State, Tech invade
-Cont inued fro m page 13while Emily Penney stole the ball
foUT times.
Donna Doellman led the
Toppers in scoring with 21
points, while Pam Kordenbrock
hit seven of 11 field goals for 14
poin~.

The Topper 's shooting left
something (and almost anything )
to be desired.. They hit only 38
per cent from the fie ld and hit
just eight of 22 free throws.

"They almost got us," Dr.
Hughes sighed. "We just had too
mu ch of a lead - they couldn't get
us."
Western will try to avoid being
"got" by Kentucky
State
tomorrow when they host the
Thoroughbreds
at
6
p.m.
Tennessee Tech invades Thurs·
day nigh t at 6, bringing with
them the repu tation of being
rated in the Top 10 in the nation
for the past three years.

RANDY InSTONEHILL
Concert
TODAY
7 :30p.m.
Garrett Conference Center
Free Admission
SPonl!ored By

~aptist. ~mt ~
450 E. 15th S......

11111
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WESTERN INN
NOW OPEN
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

fiome Cooked Meals
Breakfast Served Anytime

Western Inn
Across frum McCormack Hall
Phone 842.J885
Open 8 a.m. " ill 8 p.m.

Busy day? Stop at McDonald's.
1423 Laurel

n
u.
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Tops take the 'Big Cheese 'from the Colonels, 78·-74
-Continued from page 13 conference lead.
Western 78 Eastern 74
Western and Eastern had some
fun Saturday night in Richmond.
To some people the game
resembled an old fashioned
Western-Eastern bam burner,
but to others the contest was a
mirror image of a classic Tom and
Jerry chase scene.
The Colonels were the cat the
Western played the role of the

mouse. And when the final buzzer
sounded to end the merry chase,
Western escaped Alumni Center
with t he Big Choose, 78·74.
Western built sizeable leads in
both halves. It owned a nine
point advantage, 9·0, in the
game's early stages and once held
an 11 point margin over the host
team with 7:50 remaining to be
played, 67-56.
On each occasion, however, the
Colonels sliced Western's lead.
They overcame the nine point
first half deficit to lead by three

at- halftime, 44-41.
James led Western's second
half explosion to the eventual 11
point lead with 13 of his 21 points
during that span.
But Eastern made one last bid
to catch !.he mouse.
Senior forwards Jimmy Segar
and Carl Brown, who tallied 22
and 18 points respectively,
spearheaded Eastern's closing
surge.
The play that seemed to halt
the Eastern surge was when
Brown picked up his fifth foul

James ringin g fear aroun d OVC
-Continued from page 13 -

•

In Western's five league games
the senior is scoring at a 21-point
clip and is dragging off 10
rebounds a game.
But the (pestion arises, is
Wilson James any different this
season than he was last year?
St.atistically ~ no.
For in his first season as a
Topper (he transferred from Lake
City Community College in the
fall of '74) his stats were quite
impressive--56 per cent shooting
from the field , 8.5 rebounds per
game and a season total of 400
points for an average of 16.7.
Personally, yes.
"I t hink I am really," James

said. "During the summer last
year I was just lazy and loafing,
but as the season neared this year
I did a lot on my own to get in
shape. "
J ames said two factors have
added intensity and desire into
his play this year. It is his senior
season and fir st season as a
Topper in which an NCAA
probation hasn't clouded the
team's play . Western has been
under probation the past three
years.
"That has a lot to do with it,"
James said , "and I'm really
going all out. I came in here as a
winner and I would like to go out
one. "
Among his conference com-

panions James ranks in the Top
10 in three of t he most important
categ'ories. He is seventh in
scoring, third in field goal
percent.age
and
eighth
in
rebounding.
" It looks like to me t hat Wil is
tryi ng to be the league's best
forward," head coach J im
Richards said last week after the
Tennessee Tech game.
" Well, Wil, are you trying to
be the league's best?"
" I am more concerned about
the team winning the conference
than me being the best," James
responded.
A humble reply by the league's
BEST forward and BEST player,
Wilson James.

and was slapped with a technical
with 1:32 remaining.
But Rawlings, who was fouled
by Brown, missed t he first shot
of the one-and-one and the
following technical free t hrow. He
would later redeem those misses.
On Western's next possession,
preceeded by an Eastern attempt
to tie the contest, Rawlings was
again placed a t the charity stripe.
This time he connected on both
tosses and the Toppers were in
front 74-70.
Rawlings sealed Western's
10th victory in 14 games with
two more pressure free throws
after he swiped a Colonel pass.

The senior guard from Elizabetbtown led all scorers with 25
points and ended a personal
scoring slump.

•••
Tickets for the Western-Austin
Peay basketball game, Monday,
Feb. 2, at Clarksville, Tenn., are
now on sale at Western's t icket
office in Diddle Arena.
Ticket manager Bobby Houk
said his office received 300
reserved seat tickets which are
priced $3 each.
Houk said his office will
continue t he sale of the tickets
unt il 11 a.m. the day of the game.

-Intramural scoreboardNine teams won in Thursday 's
intramural action, wit h more
games scheduled this week. In
men's action, it was Nurds No.1
outlasting R.O.T.C. 37-33, Cosmic Creem beating Flame 51-44,
Linsey's team rocking the
Reefers 53-41 , Nurds No. 2
edging Carsons team 39-37 and
Rockbridge finishing off Nasty
Thoughts 38-3 1.
In women's action, Alpha
Omicron Pi beat AlpJia Xi Delta
"A", Rodes·Harlin won over
H orsebadorities 19-11, North
socked McConns.ck 38-10 a nd
Phi Mu beat Chi Omega 14-6.
Men's action will get into full

Swing this week, with a fuil slate
of action. Tonight B.G . Express
will go against the J unkyard
Dogs , voe Vagabonds against
the Tillhoppers and the AED's
taking on the Trojans. Wednesday night will have J ames Gang
against the H illbottomers, Generals against the E .T . Club and
Blackbirds against Reddogs. The
Knicks will match up against the
Greasy Creek gang; the Team will
play the Dutch boys and t he
Buccaneers win play the Bruins
Thursday night. Tonight will also
have two undefeated teams,
Alpha Omicron Pi and Phi Mu,
matched in the sorority division.

CATFISH
SEAFOOD
OUR

WElCOME
ABOARD!

SPECIALTY

BARREN
RIVER

Hurry!

Boat Dock
Located
on

Borren River Rd.
Stat. Rd. 1435
Bowling Gre.n

OPEN
4 P.M .-9 P.M.
WED.·SA.T.

-I "

12 Noon-8 P.M.
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SUNDAY

CLOSED

If No Anlwer Dlat
142·1495
LAItGIOIOU"
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MON. & TUES.

842·9846

Purchase Your Meal Plan Ticket
by January 30.
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We also provide lunch and dinner at Downing·Cafeteria, as well as soup, sandwiches
and drinks in Downing Grill_
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FOOD TO GO
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The deadline for Meal Plan Tickets is January 30. Enjoy two meals a day plus unlimited
seconds (except meat) all semester for one price. Our rates are reducing daily until January
30.

J

Food Services

DUC119
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Book mutilation more serious than library thefts
-Continued from Page 1Mutilation of books ·and
magazines, which usually con·
sists of tearing out pages, is a
m(l'e significant problem t han
book t heft, Wassom said.
"Theft is really not a serious
problem, but it's a problem
nevertheless," he said.
Wassom said the university
replaces about 140 lost or stolen
volumes a year, at an average
cost of $12 per volume, which
amounts to $1,680 an nually.
However, Wassom said, " It's
hard to put a price on
mutilation ...
He said the library can obtain
copies of torn-out pages from
other Kentucky college libraries,
through t he Inter-library Loan
Program. Western also supplies
copies of articles to other
libraries.
Since each library pays for the
cost of copying t he material and
sending it to other libraries, it's
impossible to determine the cost
of mutilation at anyone state
library, Wassom said.
" I'm sure the total cost to the
university is greater than the loss
through t heft," he said.
Wassom said book theft seems
to be declining. " There are
several reasons for this. For one
thing, reference books and
periodicals don 't circulate because of their extensive use.
.. Also, we've made copy
service available throughout both

libraries and all branch libraries
ata low cost to the user. We hope
that thi!! is helping to deter
theft... Also, we have a better
system of surveillance now than
in the past," Wassom said .
Wyckliffe Larmon, a book
checker at the main exit of Helm.
agreed.
"Book theft doesn't occur as
often as it used to. When I
started working here II years
ago, theft was very widespread.
Only occasionally now do I catch
students leaving with a book
they haven't checked out.
,; And in most of these cases, I
don't think they usually mean to
be taking the book; they j ust get
it mixed in with other books ... at
lell'Jt I like to think that's t he
case," Mrs. Larmon said.
.Elizabeth Oppitz, a checker at
the main entrance to Cravens,
said she has "never seen a
student taking book!!," but she
said she only wor~s part-time.
Elizabeth Cossey, a humanities
lilrarian on the sixth floor of
Cravens, said students often
complain about missing books.
'·We search and search if the
cOO"lputer says the book is
supposed to be here ... Another
problem .....e get complaints on is
missing pages. It's hard to tell
how much of a problem this is
·now, because in many cases the
books have been here many,
many years and it's hard to tell
when the vandalism took place,"
Mrs. Cossey said .

She said theft seems to occur
about as often as vandalism in
the humanities area. .. 1 would
say the problems are about
even," ' she said.
Beth Evanson, a student
assistant in the reference area on
the first floor of Helm, said the
W(l'st problem seems to be ··the
teoring out of whole articles in
books and magazines."
" I don't get complaints here in
the reference area, because the
books don't go outside the
library ... but I've encountered the
problem of missing articles as a
student myself."

Gene Whicker. a librarian in
the government documents sec-

tiro on the seventh floor of
Cravens, said, '"I've been here a
year and I've never seen
anything mutilated; I 've never
seen anything tom out.
'·We lose a few books, but it's
not an outstanding problem.
We've recorded a very few ."
Whicker said that, when theft
occurs, it's sometimes surprising
what items are stolen.
"We had a large, heavy volume
on drug abuse. It was not
SOOlething you'd think someolle
could take out in their notebook.

But, surprisingly, the book came
up missing," he said_
"We may have less pressure (in
government documents) on the
vast majority of items than
elsewhere in t he library. Maybe
the. people who come here have
mere sophisticated needs; maybe
they're more appreciative."
Wassom said he knows of only
two cases in t he past nine years
when individuals committed
major theft or mutilation cases.
"One, a graduate student, was
asked to pay for extensive
damage to periodicals. The other
had taken a large number of
books ... ln less extensive cases,
the students are asked to pay for
the damage, but they are not
prosecuted," he said.
"I know students find it
extremely frus·trating when they
can't find a particular magazine
article or book because of
mutilation or theft. But it's best
for a student to call this to the
attention of a librarian so that
the pages can be replaced.
"Basically. we have a fine
student b..-xly who respect library
holdings. We serve half a million
people a year; we're circulating
that many books outside and
probably twice that many within.
I think, considering that, our rate
of problems is low," Wassom

"'"".

" I 'm sure our rate of theft is
much lower than the national
average. As for mutilation, I
can't real1y compare," he said.

ALL TH E PIZZA AN D
ALADYOU CAN EA
•
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11:00-2:00
MONDAY-FRIDAY

Man. Night- $2.09-AII the pizza and salad you can eat 5:00-8:00
Tues. Night-

~

offany pizza

,

Wed. Night- Free pitcher with X-Large or Max. pizza
Thur. Night- $2.00 off any X-Large or Max. pizza

NEWQUEE'S
RAGTIME

31-W By-Pass

842-6551

Old Movies
Plus - Your favorite beverages
Dining Room, Pick-up and Delivery

PIZZA PARLOR

,

